
‘’Roman Holidays ’’

MEETING IN
ITALY – ROMA

for a client in  the                                
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY



DAY 1 : FLY TO ROME IN THE MORNING – MEETING IN THE AFTERNOON

40 participants from France will take direct flights to Rome from Paris. 10 other participants
to the meeting, coming from Belgium, Germany, Spain, Italy, the Czech Republic and
Romania offices will take separate flights from there home country.

Passengers will be invited to go to the Paris Airport at Alitalia check-in counter early
morning, 2 hours prior take-off. Assistance from our team & delivery of travel documents.

travel TIME : 1H45 – All other countries have overage same flight distance

Meet & greet by our team at Fiumicino airport and transfer to your hotel downtown Rome. 

Arrive at your hotel before lunch time. Check-in and deposit your luggage.

Lunch will take place in a typical Roman tavern.

This afternoon corporate meeting at hotel, with all the participants, italiano Espresso coffee-break.

Tonight discover Rome, and its legendary Dolce Vita with your guide after typical roman dinner.

Overnight at your hotel.







LUNCH IN A TYPICAL ROME TAVERN



AFTERNOON 
MEETING AT HOTEL



Enjoy Rome by night, and its legendary Dolce Vita



TONIGHT YOU WILL FIRST DISCOVER “Aperitivo“, it is as much a ritual as it is an institution
amongst Italians.

What it is ?
An aperitivo (or apéritif) is often described as being similar to the American happy hour, but
in reality, it’s much more than that. An aperitivo is a pre-meal drink specifically meant to whet
your appetite. Although the concept of inspiring your stomach to do one thing or another
with alcohol is probably as old as alcohol itself, the concept of the modern apéritif is generally
thought to have been invented (or effectively marketed) by the distiller Antonio Benedetto
Carpano, who also created one of the first types of vermouth in Turin in 1786. He claimed
that his special combination of fortified white wine and various herbs and spices stimulated
the appetite and was more suitable for ladies to drink than red wine. It thus became one of
the first popular aperitivo drinks.
Vermouth became popular very quickly but it remains unclear when people began referring
to these sorts of boozy pseudo-medicines as ‘aperitivi’. What we do know is that the term
comes from the Latin word for “opener”, signifying that it was to open a meal.
Today, the simple drink has evolved and spread south to encompass those glorious couple of
hours all over Italy — generally between 7pm and 9 pm — when Italians meet to relax over
a glass of wine or a light cocktail and finger foods. Since most people eat lunch around 1 or
2pm, and dinner around 8 or 9 pm, it’s also a good way to kick start metabolisms and work
up an appetite for dinner.
For visitors, hitting up an aperitivo bar can be just as useful. It’s a great way to experience
local culture, to people-watch, to unwind with a drink after a long day of sightseeing… and to
take the edge off your hunger while waiting for that 9pm meal!



Aperitivo





Discover Rome night life with your guide, dinner and club.



Day 2 –
Breakfast at your hotel. 

The day will be dedicated to visiting Rome in a fun way !

Enjoy a discovery rally in vintage colorful fiat 500 ! Each car will take 2 passengers, one in
front and one in the back, and car will be driven by your guide. The group will follow in its
Roman stages, tourist circuit version.
The participants will thus be able to meet and honk their horns in passing by or
overtaking ... the favorite sound noise of Italian drivers!

Gastronomical Roman lunch will follow on a pedestrian rallye format ... with different
stops in different taverns, with a last glass of well-deserved Italian wine after a morning
of a thousand unusual discoveries !
A photo contest will be organized with a polaroid
and the most unusual photo of Roman life will
be rewarded tonight with a great Italian gift!

One polaroid per car + 
5 Pictures. Only 1 per 
car to be presented to 

the contest !





You will taste antipasti around good Italian wines in one establishment, then taste all kinds of
pasta in another… and can give in to the temptation of the homemade gelati with more than
30 flavors & colors… ! Possible in Italy !

Discover Roman gastronomy by taking a 4-hour guided tour of Testaccio. This district is in
the heart of Rome, a stone's throw from the tourist sites, but with a reality that allows you to
immerse yourself in Italian cuisine and particularly Roman gastronomy. This route is carried
out with a guide who will show you 7 authentic places and you will benefit from 12 tastings
of some of the best dishes in Rome.This gastronomic tour is an interesting and original way
to discover the city. Why the Testaccio district? Because it is in the heart of Rome, and with
the Trastevere district, these are lively, typical and traditional places of Rome, which can be
compared to the Greenwich Village of New York or the Left Bank of Paris. On the program of
your gastronomic tour: visits and tastings with a guide. The group will be divided into small
groups of 6 to 14 people maximum to encourage discussion and team building.

FOCUS POINTS :
• Visit and discover why Volpetti has been a high place of Roman gastronomy for 40 years
• Taste of 3 most famous pasta dishes with its wines in one of the best trattorias in Rome
• Taste the fried meatball risotto
• Taste the famous 00100Pizza - Rome's best pizza
• Make your Bruschetta and taste the authentic buffalo mozzarella at the Testaccio market
• Visit and taste an authentic gelati homemade place
• Taste the cannoli of the famous chef Constanza Fortuna
• Taste the Barberini tiramisu, the best in the area

This gastronomic guided tour of the best shops, stalls and restaurants in the neighborhood will give you the opportunity
to immerse yourself in the culture of Rome, discovering and tasting its gastronomy, but also touring the area.







FOOD RALLY FOR LUNCH





TOUR WILL CONTINUE THIS AFTERNOON



IF YOUR PARTICIPANTS PREFER TO DO A VESPA RALLYE WE CAN 
OFFER THEM VESPA INSTEAD OF VINTAGE FIAT OR DO A 

COMBINATION : The guide will be driving, your participant will
seat behind.



Arrivederci  Roma…

Tonight, dinner will take place in a vintage tram, with live music performance on board !

The PRIVATE TRAM will run during the night a very impressive journey in the capital and 
will make a stop at the Colosseum.

It is a true different evening because you have the opportunity to dine and enjoy Opera 
voices, or jazz or Italian pop, singing and playing music stays an Italian favorite 
art and way of life !

The tram is an historic wagon exact date of the year 1928 and belongs to the Tramway 
Company, which completely renovated and transformed into a small restaurant, providing 
you with all conceivable comfort (air conditioning, heating, sanitation, etc. ..)

Dinner is served at the time of the stop of the Parco del Celio, with full view of the 
Colosseum and the Roman Forum.

You can spend an unforgettable evening in a magical atmosphere while visiting the most 
beautiful places of the Eternal City.





Day 3 –
Breakfast at your hotel. 
This morning corporate meeting at hotel for 4 hours, with all the participants, italian coffee-break.  

Lunch today, will take place in Piazza Navona famous for 
its artists drawing portraits. Several artists will draw

each participant while they are eating.

Go back home with an 
original souvenir !



After lunch, return to hotel and depart to airport mid-afternoon.
Take late afternoon flight back home where you will reach at night.

ARRIVEDERCI ROMA !


